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Elastic Suspenders
Removable sus-
penders are adjust-
able and feature 2" 
elastic webbing that 
moves with you 
for added comfort. 
Helps distribute the 
weight of saws and 
other saddle acces-
sories. Suspenders 
attach to the Cougar saddles, 
B1AB08981035, B1AB08981038, 
and B1AB0801040.

B1AB0898122

Back

Front B1AB0801075S

Front B1AB0801076S

Back

Product No. Size Waist Dee to Dee
B1AB0801075S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801075M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801075L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801075XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"

WARNING

Weaver Leather would like to 
remind users that the rope bridges 

are a replaceable component of 
the Cougar Saddle and need to be 
inspected daily and replaced at the 

first sign of wear, in accordance 
with Weaver Leather’s instructions 

and warnings. Daily inspection 
includes both the cover and rope 
ends. Also, if the bridge is ever 

shock-loaded, replace immediately. 
As a regular safety precaution,  

due to the rigorous strain and con-
ditions these rope bridges endure, 
we strongly recommend replacing 
the rope bridge at the earlier of the 

first sign of wear or 6 months.

Cougar Batten Seat Saddle
The 4" wide batten seat is reinforced with an aluminum bar covered in 
foam that provides extra support.

Product No. Size Waist Dee to Dee
B1AB0801076S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801076M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801076L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801076XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"

Ditty Bag
Constructed 
from 630-de-
nier nylon. 
Features three 
snaps on the back for attach-
ment to our Cougar Rope Bridge 
Extra Wide Back Saddle or other 
saddles. An elastic top provides 
easy access to tools you’d like 
to keep close at hand. Hole at 
bottom offers easy clean-out. 
Measures 9" W x 9" H x 4" D.

B1AB0807133

Cougar Saddle Replace-
ment Rope Bridge

B1AB0898125

Cougar Rope Bridge Saddle
This lightweight saddle offers the 
perfect combination of comfortable memory foam, adjustability 
and thoughtful design. The 4" wide leg pads and 7" wide back are 
constructed from memory foam that conforms to the legs and back, 
reduces pressure points, wicks away moisture for cool, comfortable 
performance. The back features an additional layer of memory foam 
for added comfort. Leg straps and straps attached to bridge are ad-
justable to provide a comfortable fit and feature secure, quick-connect 
buckles for ease of use. The rope bridge is compatible with rope style 
micro pulleys and features four rubber bumpers. There are three dees 
located on the bottom of the waist back for attachment of our ditty 
bag. This saddle has been tested to meet or exceed ANSI #A10.14 
criteria. Not intended for fall arrest.
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Positioning Saddles
Selecting the correct positioning 
saddle size is very important 
for optimum comfort and 
confidence in the saddle. The 
following sizing applies to all our 
saddles and uses a Dee to Dee 
Measurement. (Point A to Point 
B) to help determine the correct 
and best fitting saddle size by 
ensuring the Dees are properly 
located in front of the hip bones. 

A B

Saddle
Size

Dee to Dee
Measurement

Waist
Size

Small 20" 30"-34"

Medium 22" 34"-40"

Large 24" 40"-44"

X-Large 26" 44"-48"

To get the perfect fit, drop 
approximately 4" from the top 
of each hipbone and measure 
the distance around the back 
from hipbone to hipbone using 
a tape measure. Add 2" to this 
measurement. Use this Dee to 
Dee measurement to find your 
correct saddle size:

4-Dee Single Thick Cotton Saddle
Cotton webbing reinforced with nylon provides comfort and strength. 
Chrome brass 200 snap and 2" nickel plated ring on each side. Not 
intended for fall arrest.

Back Back Back

Front
B1AB0801005S

Front
B1AB0801010S

Front
B1AB0801034S

Without Straps
Product No. Size Waist Dee to Dee
B1AB0801005S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801005M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801005L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801005XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"
1" Neoprene Straps
B1AB0801010S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801010M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801010L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801010XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"
2" Nylon Straps
B1AB0801034S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801034M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801034L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801034XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"

PRODUCT ESSENTIALS

Ideal for use on the 
Buckingham Glide's 
Warp Speed suspension 
bridge or the  Weaver 
Cougar saddle.

B1ABRP140

Similar to the 
B1ABRP110 but  
with two tie-in loca-
tions for better side-
to-side movement.

B1ABRP141

Micro pulleys can provide a variety of tasks but are most commonly used as 
slack tenders on the climbing line where they are installed on the line just 
below the friction hitch.  Secured to the saddle with a snap or link, they allow 
for one handed slack tending. A wide selection of micro, rescue and slack 
tending pulleys can be found on page 49-50.

Pulleys
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4-Dee Extra Wide Back Saddle
Extra wide 6" foam filled waist back with floating 
seat strap for easy positioning. Includes 5 nylon 
accessory loops on saddle back, chrome brass 200 
snap and 2" nickel plated ring on each side. Not 
intended for fall arrest.

1" Neoprene Straps
Product No. Size Waist Dee-Dee
B1AB0801035S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801035M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801035L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801035XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"
2" Nylon Straps
Product No. Size Waist Dee-Dee
B1AB0801033S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801033M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801033L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801033XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"

Back

Back

Front
B1AB0801035S

Front
B1AB0801033S

Front
B1AB0801040S Front

B1AB0801041S

Front
B1AB0801038S

BackBackBack

Floating Dee Extra Wide Back Saddle
The floating dees provide easy maneuverability. 
Features a reinforced neoprene front strap, extra wide 
6" foam filled waist back, 2" wide nylon leg straps 
for added comfort, 5 nylon accessory loops on saddle 
back, and chrome brass 200 snap and 2" nickel plated 
ring on each side. Not intended for fall arrest.

One Floating Dee
Product No. Size Waist Dee-Dee
B1AB0801040S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801040M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801040L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801040XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"

Two Floating Dees
Product No. Size Waist Dee-Dee
B1AB0801041S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801041M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801041L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801041XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"
Two Floating Dees with padded leg straps
Product No. Size Waist Dee-Dee
B1AB0801038S Small 30"-34" 20"
B1AB0801038M Medium 34"-40" 22"
B1AB0801038L Large 40"-44" 24"
B1AB0801038XL X-Large 44"-48" 26"
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B1ABC74

Front
B1ABC69CF0

Sequoia SRT Saddle
Just like its name implies, this saddle is a giant in 
the arborist saddle world. The extra-wide, semi-
rigid waist belt offers exceptional support and 
ventilation and is lined with breathable perforated 
foam for maximum comfort when suspended. The 
attachment bridge provides lateral mobility while 
working in the canopy. This bridge is designed to 
distribute the pressure evenly between the waist 
belt and leg loops (three positions), adapt the length 
of the attachment bridge or install two attachment 
bridges, and attach rings or pulleys directly to the 
bridge. The ventral attachment point and the rear 
waist belt buckle are specifically designed for use 
with the Petzl Secur and Croll chest ascender for 
Single Rope Techniques (SRT). The two lateral at-
tachment points transfer the weight evenly around 
the waist belt for comfort when leaning back in the 
belt (with support for the feet). Sequoia features five 
equipment loops with protective sheaths, two rings 
for attaching a hand saw, and multiple slots for 
Caritool tool holders. The waist belt is equipped with 
self-locking DoubleBack buckles and leg loops are 
equipped with FAST automatic buckles. Fits waists 
from 28" - 39".

B1ABC69CF0

Back

ArborMaster® Glide II Saddle
Buckingham and ArborMaster® developed the Glide saddle with the professional tree climber in mind. Its modular 
design and ease of use ensures comfort, ultimate adjustability, versatility and safety. Glide advantages include 
multiple adjustments to make a custom fit, the ability to replace worn parts, and a lightweight padded support 
design. Exceeds ANSI standards.

Product No. Size Waist
B1AB16902W1S Small 28"-32"
B1AB16902W1M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB16902W1L Large 36"-40"
B1AB16902W1XL X-Large 40"-44"

Warp Speed Suspension Bridge
13" replacement bridge for the Glide II saddle.

B1ABW113

Saddle Size Approximate Waist Size
Small 28"-32"

Medium 32"-36"
Large 36"-40"

X-Large 40"-44"

All Buckingham 
saddles are 

available in the 
following sizes:

Secur Shoulder Strap
Shoulder straps for use with the 
Sequoia SRT saddle and Croll chest 
ascender.

B1ABC74

Back
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Back

Front
B1AB13902S

Front
B1AB11290S

ArborMaster®  
Master II Saddle
The Master II offers greater comfort and versatility than previous versions. Buckingham reduced the amount 
of material in the groin and repositioned the leg straps to provide the wearer more comfort while suspended 
on an overhead line. A firm filler is used in the backpad for added support. Floating leg pads allow the user to 
position where they are most comfortable.

ArborMaster® Master II Saddle
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB13902S Small 28"-32"
B1AB13902M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB13902L Large 36"-40"
B1AB13902XL X-Large 40"-44"

ArborMaster® Master Deluxe
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB11290S Small 28"-32"
B1AB11290M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB11290L Large 36"-40"
B1AB11290XL X-Large 40"-44"

Back

ArborMaster® Deluxe Saddle Series
This new series from the professionals at Buckingham and ArborMaster® emphasize safety,  
versatility, and comfort for the professional arborist. Both experience and customer feedback were used 
in the development and manufacturing of the newest generation of the Master, Traverse, and Versatile 
arborist saddles. In addition to the features listed above, all Deluxe Series Saddles have the following 
enhancements:

Quick connect buckle on leg straps Drilex liner on Deluxe back pad wicks moisture away 
from the body.

•	Drilex® lined 2-layer back support: one layer  
 for rigidity; one layer for comfort
•	Quick	connect	buckle	leg	straps
•	New	friction	buckles	are	easy	to	adjust	and	 
 positive locking
•	Two	upper	and	five	lower	accessory	rings

•	Three	accessory	loops
•	Rugged	and	versatile	handsaw	snaps
•	Medium	size	Dee	rings	(5,000	lbs.)
•	ArborMaster® Positioning Saddles meet or  
 exceed OSHA, ANSI (A10.14 Type II) and other  
 regulations
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ArborMaster® Traverse Saddle
The Traverse Saddle is similar to a traditional-style saddle, but utilizes 
two sliding dee rings for overhead suspension, offering the user supe-
rior lateral movement. Buckingham uses a 1-3/4" wide buffalo weave 
web suspension bridge for added wear resistance. The two sliding dee 
rings, adjustable center of balance, and batten seat make the Traverse 
a favorite among tree workers.

ArborMaster® Traverse Saddle
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB1392TS Small 28"-32"
B1AB1392TM Medium 32"-36"
B1AB1392TL Large 36"-40"
B1AB1392TXL X-Large 40"-44"

ArborMaster® Traverse Deluxe
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB11292S Small 28"-32"
B1AB11292M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB11292L Large 36"-40"
B1AB11292XL X-Large 40"-44"

Saddle Size Approximate Waist Size
Small 28"-32"

Medium 32"-36"
Large 36"-40"

X-Large 40"-44"

All Buckingham saddles are available in 
the following sizes:

Back Back
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ArborMaster® Versatile Saddle
The Versatile Saddle is exactly what its name implies - versatile. With 
the addition of two extra loops, there are even more ways to suspend 
oneself or tie off. Use double locking carabiners or rope snaps with 
any of the seven loops or attach a double locking carabiner with our 
B1ABM20R high density roller and use as a sliding dee ring type of 
saddle. The batten seat is comfortable and adjustable to your personal 
preference.

ArborMaster® Versatile Saddle
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB1393TS Small 28"-32"
B1AB1393TM Medium 32"-36"
B1AB1393TL Large 36"-40"
B1AB1393TXL X-Large 40"-44"

ArborMaster® Versatile Deluxe
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB11293S Small 28"-32"
B1AB11293M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB11293L Large 36"-40"
B1AB11293XL X-Large 40"-44"

Saddle Size Approximate Waist Size
Small 28"-32"

Medium 32"-36"
Large 36"-40"

X-Large 40"-44"

All Buckingham saddles are available in 
the following sizes:

Back Back

4-Dee Single Thick Cotton Saddle
These saddles are lightweight in design and economi-
cal without sacrificing quality. They feature 4 Dee 
rings, 3" single thick cotton webbing, 1-3/4" nylon 
reinforced back and seat, accessory snaps, and 1-3/4" 
steel ring.

4-Dee Single Thick Cotton Saddle
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB1383S Small 28"-32"
B1AB1383M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB1383L Large 36"-40"
B1AB1383XL X-Large 40"-44"

Professional Aerial Safety Belt
These safety belts are designed to provide the user 
with maximum mobility. Each has a floating Dee ring 
and a tongue buckle with multiple adjustment holes. 
Premium model is ANSI A10.14 Type I certified.

Professional Aerial Safety Belt
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB2202S Small 28"-32"
B1AB2202M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB2202L Large 36"-40"
B1AB2202XL X-Large 40"-44"
Premium Aerial Safety Belt
Product No. Size Waist
B1AB3852S Small 28"-32"
B1AB3852M Medium 32"-36"
B1AB3852L Large 36"-40"
B1AB3852XL X-Large 40"-44"

B1AB2202S

B1AB3852S
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B1AB5400

B1AB54002

B1AB31104 CP+™ Single Ring Harness
CP+™ Harnesses are a comfortable fit for any budget. 
This one-size fits most series brings the economical 
quality alternative to the fall protection harness market. 
This is an excellent harness for wear under a position-
ing saddle. They feature a sliding Dee ring in the center 
of the back, parachute mating buckles on the chest 
and leg straps, and are made from polyester. Three ring 
harnesses have one additional dee on each hip.

B1AB5400

Roofer's Kit
This kit includes, one CP+™ B1AB5400 harness, 
one 5/8" x 50' CP+™ Lifeline w/attached rope grab 
and attached 2' Zorber® web lanyard w/Centu-
rion™ Auto-lock, fall-rated snaphooks, single-use 
roof anchor w/fasteners, and convenient carry 
bucket. Certified ANSI/CSA.

B1ABK5025

NoPac® Energy Absorbing Lanyard
This fall arrest lanyard is 1" x 6' long and comes 
with Centurion™ auto-locking, fall-rated sna-
phooks. Lanyards must be replaced after every fall.

B1AB31104

CP+™ Three Ring Harness
B1AB54002

Aerial Basket Cover
Vinyl coated nylon cover wraps snugly around 
standard one-man buckets with a heavy duty 
sewn in bungee cord and snap to secure itself to 
the bucket. Includes one grommet hole. Fits up to 
a 50" square bucket.

B1AB4545
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B1AB0898212

B1AB0898213

B1AB0898211

Accessory Strap
Nylon straps with a half twist help keep equipment hanging straight. 
Constructed of double box-stitched nylon webbing with heat-sealed 
ends to prevent fraying. Welded nickel plated rings are 2" in diameter, 
non-rust manganese bronze 225 snaps are 4-1/4" long, and chrome 
brass 200 snaps are 3-1/2" long.

B1AB0898212 1" x 10" with ring

B1AB0898213 1" x 13" with 2" ring

B1AB0898211 1" x 15" with snap

Tool Belt Loop
Conveniently attach small tools to a belt with these tool belt loops in 
two handy styles. Double box-stitched nylon webbing will slip over a 
belt up to 2" wide. Nylon ends are heat-sealed to help prevent fraying. 
Nickel-plated ring is 2" in diameter and the chrome brass 200 snap is 
3-1/2" long.

B1AB0898217 1" x 7" with ring

B1AB0898218 1" x 7" with snap

Tool Holster
Slips onto belt to keep tools handy. Holds 
one file and one chainsaw wrench.

B1AB0897230

Deluxe Tool Holster
Slips onto belt to keep tools handy. Holds 
one file, one chainsaw wrench, and one 
3" wide wedge.

B1AB0897231

B1AB25Y1250A

B1AB25Y1350A

Tear-Away Chainsaw 
Lanyard
The Buckingham Tear Away 
Chainsaw Lanyard with the 
built-in bungee is designed for 
safety and convenience. It is 
constructed with a tear away 
safety pack that activates when 
200 lbs. of force is applied. This 
feature eliminates the possibil-
ity of the user being pulled out 
of a tree if the saw gets hung 
up on a falling limb. It comes in 
easy to see hi-vis yellow and 
has a 3-1/2" loop to half-hitch to 
the saw handle. Elastic bungee 
minimizes lanyard length when 
not in use and stretches to 50". 
The 1-3/4" steel ring suspends 
the saw when not in use. Saddle 
ring is 1-1/8" diameter steel or 
#2 bronze boat snap.

B1AB25Y1250A 1" x 32" 
with ring

B1AB25Y1350A 1" x 32" 
with snap
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Adjustable Chainsaw Strap
Nylon straps with a half twist help keep equipment 
hanging straight. Constructed of double box-
stitched nylon webbing with heat-sealed ends to 
prevent fraying. Welded nickel plated rings are 2" 
in diameter, non-rust manganese bronze 225 snaps 
are 4-1/4" long, and chrome brass 200 snaps are 
3-1/2" long.

B1AB0898222 3/4" x 50" Loop End

B1AB0898219 1" x 49" with 225 snap

Bungee Chainsaw Strap
This bungee design easily stretches when you’re 
using the saw and retracts when finished and hang-
ing close to your saddle or belt. This elastic strap 
easily adjusts by attaching the ring to a snap on a 
saddle or belt. This strap extends to 45-1/2" long 
when fully deployed. Welded nickel plated rings are 
2" in diameter and the non-rust manganese bronze 
225 snap is 4-1/4" long.

Chainsaw Lanyard
This chainsaw lanyard is constructed of 5/16" kern-
mantle rope, has a 10" loop, and a 3-1/2" brass 
swivel snap at the end.

B1AB0898225 1-3/16" x 30"

B1AB601 5/16" x 36"

B1AB0898222

B1AB0898219




